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What would breakfasts be without a crisp warm
toast and a sunny side up? For many, a slice or
two of toasted bread with jam and butter is a
breakfast staple and for many, especially working
professionals, owing to the weekday hustle pretty
much the only source of food till lunch. It therefore
becomes imperative to ensure that at least the
quality and preparation of this toast is not just up
to the mark but superior. Häfele brings to you its
new 2 slot toaster machine: Amber.
The new toaster comes with 7 adjustable
browning levels and enables you to not only
prepare fresh crisp toasts but also to reheat the
ones prepared previously. You can also defrost
freezer-stored bread in it. The new two-slot model
is available in two contemporary colours – Jade
(matt grey) and Opal (metallic red).

AMBER TOASTERS
FEATURES & PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

2 SLOTS

Two Slot Toaster: The Amber Toaster by
Häfele comes with 2 slots which helps
you cook two slices at a time, giving you
that much more time to prepare your
juice or tea without having the stress to
reload the toaster multiple times
Defrost Function: Frozen bread? Now
stress no more. With Häfele’s new
Amber Toaster you can defrost the
bread slices as well as toast them on the
go!

No. of Slots

2

Material

Stainless Steel Body

Finish

Opal (Metallic Red)
Jade (Matt Grey)

Dimensions (W × H × D)

26.5 × 18.8 × 15.6 cm

Power

930 W

Electronic Variable
Browning Control

Yes; 7 Levels

Removable Crumb Tray

Yes

Functions

3; Reheat, Defrost, Cancel

Billing Quantity

Multiples of 4

Warranty

2 Years

Reheat Function: Cold toasts are no fun!
Reheat them with just a press of the
button

Cancel Function: Changed your mind? In
a mood to now have plain bread and
butter? Häfele makes managing such
situations a breeze with the cancel
function. The toasting process comes to
a halt once the cancel button is pressed

AMBER - OPAL
535.43.550

Adjustable Browning Levels: Häfele’s
Amber Toaster offers 7 varied levels of
browning for the perfectly toasted bread
– allowing you to prepare toasts with the
right degree of colour and crispness,
just the way you like it
Easy to Clean: The removable crumb
tray feature in the new toaster aids in
thorough cleaning inside and outside

Wide Slots: The new toaster comes with
slots with a width of 3.5 cm to cater to
your taste of thick home-baked breads,
tortillas, bagels, donuts, sliced bread
and so much more

AMBER - JADE
535.43.551

WHY JUST TOAST BREAD WHEN YOU CAN DO SO MUCH MORE ?

Reheat Donuts

Defrost Waffles

Toast Multi-Grain Loaves

Toast Papads

Defrost Tortillas

Toast Handmade Bread

For the connoisseurs of coffee and herbal teas,
Häfele brings to you its range of electric kettles
that not only looks impressive on your kitchen
countertops but is also extremely quick and
efficient. Both Dome and Queen Kettles come
with a temperature display slot for you to ensure
that the water boils at the precise temperature as
per your liking. Together with having a high
capacity to heat water, these kettles come with
removable lime scale filters for easy cleaning.
The Stainless Steel body, inner water level
markings, non-drip spout and sleek handle make
the kettles extremely easy to use and durable.
The Dome Kettle is available in two colour options
– Jade (matt grey) and Opal (metallic red) while
The Queen Kettle is available in a Royal White
Colour with Rose Gold Highlights.

DOME & QUEEN KETTLE
FEATURES & PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

1.7 / 1.6 L

High Capacity: Hosting a big crowd for
High Tea? No problem, Häfele brings to
you its new collection of Dome and
Queen Kettles, both of which boast of a
huge capacity (1.7L & 1.6L respectively),
making more than eight drinks at a time
Temperature Analogue Display: Afraid of
overheating the water in the kettle?
Stress no more with the temperature
display integrated in our new kettles you
can now keep a watch and easily
achieve the desired water temperature
UK Strix Control Thermostat: Equipped
with the UK Strix Thermostat Control (the
world's leading thermostat), Häfele’s
new collection of kettles with a
concealed heating system provides you
with precise temperature controls
Automatic Switch-off: The UK Strix
Thermostat ensures that the new kettle
collection by Häfele automatically
switches off once the water heating
inside the kettle reaches a temperature
of 100˚C
Boil-dry Protection: This safety feature,
integrated in the Dome and Queen
Kettles, cuts-off the power when it
senses that there is no water left in the
kettle or the water level is below the
minimum level required (i.e. 0.7 L)

MAX

MIN

Water Level Indicator: The external water
level indicator on the kettles shows the
water levels inside the kettle and thereby
prompts you for a refill as and when
required

Model
Capacity
Material

Finish
Dimensions
(W×H×D)
Wattage
UK Strix Control
Temperature Display
Detachable Filter
Indicator LED Switch
Water Level Indicator
Automatic Switch-off
Cordless Operation
with 360˚ base
Removable Lid
Boil Dry Protection
Billing Quantity
Warranty

Dome Kettle
1.7 L
Food Grade
Stainless Steel
Inner & Outer
Body
Opal (Metallic
Red)
Jade (Matt Grey)
24.2 × 24.8 ×
19.3 cm
2150 W
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Queen Kettle
1.6 L

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Multiples of 4
2 Years

Yes
Yes
Multiples of 6
2 Years

Double Lining of
Stainless Steel &
Plastic
Royal White with
Rose Gold
Highlights
22.1 × 24.7 ×
17.4 cm
2150 W
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

DOME KETTLE - OPAL
535.43.540

DOME KETTLE - JADE
535.43.542

Detachable Micro-mesh Filter: The
detachable fine mesh filters found in the
spout of the Dome & Queen Kettles
restrain all pieces of limescale in the
kettle from being poured into your drink
Other Features: Häfele’s new kettles
come with an LED light switch which
indicates if it has been turned on or not.
Additionally they are extremely portable
and can be used to cook you up a
midnight snack of instant noodles or an
early morning ready to eat oats breakfast

QUEEN KETTLE
535.43.541

USE THE BOILING WATER FROM OUR KETTLES TO DO ALL THIS AND MUCH MORE..

Cook instant noodles & soups

Brew tea

Prepare ready-to-eat oats
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